
Tokamachi City Mayor’s Address, May 7th, 2020 
 
I want to thank the citizens of Tokamachi City for their utmost cooperation with the 
prevention measures against the novel coronavirus, or COVID-19.  
 
Because of the understanding of each citizen, the acceptance of the temporary closing 
requests of every business, and the fervent effort seen by our medical workers, our city has 
not had to suffer from an outbreak of this devastating illness.  
 
However, we are in a situation where we must not let our guard down.  
 
Last week the government extended the nationwide state of emergency to May 31st. However, 
for prefectures outside of the 13 administrative districts (Tokyo, Osaka, etc), we have reached 
a point where the objective of reducing contact by 70-80%, which includes event control and 
the restriction of building use, can be eased according to the circumstances of each region.  
 
With this in mind, Niigata prefecture asks for your continued self-restraint in regards to non-
essential acts such as crossing the Niigata prefecture border unnecessarily, and going out to 
eat or gathering in shopping/dining areas, while at the same time lifting the restrictions on 
businesses that have been temporarily closed (excluding snack bars, karaoke boxes, sporting 
facilities, arcades and the like).  
 
Beginning May 7th, Tokamachi City will reopen institutions like the library for book borrowing, 
Crossten Michinoeki will be open for business again, and campgrounds like Daigonji Kogen 
will also be accepting visitors once more.  
 
Additionally, preparation is underway for the newly reconstructed City Museum to open as 
scheduled on June 1st.  
 
Furthermore, the plaza grounds of the Croatia Pitch and Yoshida Cross Country venues will 
be open for free to families and small groups of people, so please make use of these. 
 
In regards to restaurants, as of May 7th we have relaxed business hour restrictions, and 
restaurants will be able to operate normally once again, provided they thoroughly adhere to 
“the new way of living” standards including avoiding the Three C’s: Closed Spaces, Crowded 
Places, and Close-contact settings.  



 
Moreover, an additional 100,000yen from the city will be granted to businesses affected by 
the aforementioned business hour restrictions, totaling 200,000yen in total from the city, and 
when added to the 100,000yen previously received from the prefecture, comes to a grand total 
of 300,000yen.  
 
Next, on May 1st we began bank transfers of the 100,000yen per person stimulus payment to 
those who applied with their MyNumber Card online. There may be similar procedures in the 
future, so I recommend applying for your MyNumber Card.  
 
The paper forms for this stimulus should arrive in the mail on or after May 8th. The application 
period will open from May 8th and we will begin to distribute payments on May 12th.  
 
Starting May 7th, all elementary, junior high, and special schools reopened for learning. To all 
of the students, I’m sure you were happy to finally see all of your friends and teachers after 
your 12 day break!  
 
To all parents and guardians of these students, please take their temperatures, have them do 
proper hand-washing, and send them off with masks to continue our preventative measures. 
We are putting forth all of our efforts to prevent the infection from spreading in schools, so 
please send your children to school without any worries.  
 
Additionally, regarding the state of our medical system within Niigata prefecture, according 
to the prefecture, patient bed capacity has expanded almost threefold compared to the end of 
February, with 400 beds added. Accommodations of an extra 50 rooms have been secured for 
those with only minor symptoms, and every level of preparation has been made.  
 
Furthermore, after making a request to the prefectural government for more testing, 
Tokamachi City has begun giving PCR tests to help combat against infectious clusters since 
April 17th. We will continue these actions so our citizens can be safe and have peace of mind.  
 
Finally, we will do our best to prevent any infections from happening within our city, but in 
the event it does happen, know that we are all in this together. I ask that you hold back any 
prejudice or discrimination against any suffering from this virus or those who were in close 
contact with anyone who may carry it.  
 



COVID-19 is one horrible, stubborn virus. I believe we will have to live in this new reality, in 
a “new lifestyle,” for a long time from now in order to fight this invisible enemy.  
 
Please continue to act with high awareness so that none of us contract the virus, and in turn 
do not transmit the virus. If each one of us follows this mindset, we will succeed. 
 

Yoshifumi Sekiguchi, Mayor of Tokamachi 
May 7th, 2020 


